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CommentComment

This is a smart move by PHMSA because it protects the health of allThis is a smart move by PHMSA because it protects the health of all
citizens. Certain chemicals can be very dangerous when exposed andcitizens. Certain chemicals can be very dangerous when exposed and
can ultimately lead to health problems. For instance, if PHMSA did notcan ultimately lead to health problems. For instance, if PHMSA did not
update Regulations companies would become more liable and in higherupdate Regulations companies would become more liable and in higher
risk of somebody filing a lawsuit. The government wants allrisk of somebody filing a lawsuit. The government wants all
transportation to be safe. Furthermore, they do not want to losetransportation to be safe. Furthermore, they do not want to lose
clientele because transportation is too unsanitary. That would give aclientele because transportation is too unsanitary. That would give a
negative outlook on public transportation. Citizens do not want to usenegative outlook on public transportation. Citizens do not want to use
public transportation if there is a possibility that they can becomepublic transportation if there is a possibility that they can become
affected from the hazardous materials. This amendment could andaffected from the hazardous materials. This amendment could and
should become effective immediately.should become effective immediately.
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